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Event Summary 

On Thursday, August 5, 2010 the CSIS Energy and National Security Program and the Institute of the 

Americas hosted a session on Mexico’s Oil Production in the Wake of the Gulf Oil Spill, with the keynote 

address given by Juan Carlos Zepeda Molina, head of Mexico’s National Hydrocarbons Commission. The 

event focused on the current status of regulation following Mexico’s 2008 hydrocarbon reform and the 

implications of the Macondo well disaster on the Mexican oil production.  Frank Verrastro, Senior Vice 

President and Director of the CSIS Energy and National Security Program framed the event as an 

exploration of possible pathways to allow drilling to continue in the Gulf of Mexico while also 

strengthening environmental protections.  The event was moderated by Sarah Ladislaw, Senior Fellow of 

the Energy and National Security Program at CSIS. 

Juan Carlos Zepeda Molina, Director General, National Hydrocarbons Commission of Mexico, 

explained the scope of the National Hydrocarbons Commission (CNH), which was created as a technical 

body to assist the Ministry of Energy. CNH is the first technical upstream regulatory entity in Mexico, a 

role previously filled by PEMEX, the Mexican national oil company. CNH provides technical 

assessments for exploration and production, supervises regulation observance, and approves hydrocarbon 

reserves within the country. Dr. Zepeda stressed the need to provide solid technical analysis for questions 

arising from energy projects, such as how much the country should invest in exploration or how quickly 

the country should move into deepwater projects. “At the end,” Dr. Zepeda said, “it comes to a solid 

economic decision.”  

Dr. Zepeda continued by detailing the two main oil/gas regulatory frameworks used in the world today, 

and how CNH relates to these approaches. In the prescriptive system, regulators play an active role in 

directing oil and gas activities through detailed regulations and requirements. In contrast, regulators 

become involved at the individual project level by performing case-by-case assessments under 

performance-based system. The CNH approach, Mr. Zepeda explained, exists as hybrid of these two 

frameworks. CNH currently works with PEMEX to evaluate internal standards and procedures, and will 

soon issue requirements to PEMEX to develop a set of CNH-approved specific internal technical 

standards and procedures. Additionally, CNH monitors international regulatory developments to inform 

future policy recommendations, such as a secondary blind shear rams, third-party BOP verification, and 

double authorization of critical procedures. PEMEX must also submit its deepwater drilling projects for 

technical assessment by CNH. By evaluating these projects individually, Dr. Zepeda noted, more may be 

learned about Mexican oil and gas resources, as well as whether PEMEX is able to respond effectively to 

deepwater risks. Dr. Zepeda concluded his presentation by providing an outlook of Mexican oil and gas 
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exploration and production. Of the 223 oil and gas fields in the country, 177 are in decline. The majority 

of the 46 fields in development are located in technologically-challenging Chicontepec field, which has 

consistently performed below expectations. Dr. Zepeda acknowledged that well exploration has declined 

in recent years, and stressed the need to invest more in exploration, especially in shallow water. 

Jeremy Martin, Energy Program Director, Institute of the Americas, used his time for comment to 

address six distinct points regarding the future of oil production in Mexico.  First, Mr. Martin stressed that 

PEMEX’s role as a national symbol, an essential source of governmental revenue and a provider of jobs 

cannot be overstated.  Second, Mr. Martin demonstrated that Mexican oil production has fallen sharply in 

the past decade.  Declining production from mature fields, “insufficient investment and a myopic 

strategy”, a slow reform process, and “Cantarell Disease” are all causes for this decline according to Mr. 

Martin.  The combination of these factors has led to such a precipitous decline in Mexican oil production 

and may Mexico may cease to be a net oil exporter by the end of the next decade.  Third, “the easy oil is 

gone”.  Oil production in the Cantarell field has fallen by 70 percent in the last five years to 630,000 

bbl/d; production in the Ku Maloob Zaap (KMZ) has plateaued at 850,000 bbl/d; and the Chicontepec 

field produces only 40,000 bbl/d.  Slower than expected production growth in the Chicontepec field has 

been particularly disappointing as it has long been touted by PEMEX as “the key to offsetting both 

Cantarell and KMZ decline”, said Mr. Martin.   

 

Fourth, “change in Mexico is never easy”:  any reforms to PEMEX or national energy policy are 

politically charged issues in Mexico that Mr. Martin equated to “third rail issues” in the US 

context.  Reform within the hydrocarbon sector did occur in 2008, although the thorny issue of 

performance-based contracts for the private sector remains unresolved. Fifth, Mexico’s oil future 

remains largely unknown.  Mexico still possesses large oil resources, but inadequate investment 

and a lack of technical ability have been major impediments to further oil exploration and 

production.  Mr. Martin’s final point addressed the specific effects of the BP oil spill in Mexico.  

He noted that the economy, drug war and associated violence dominate the public’s concerns to 

the exclusion of nearly all other issues.  In the wake of the BP spill, however, the Mexican 

public’s confidence in PEMEX continues to erode. 

 

Lourdes Melgar, Public Policy Scholar, Woodrow Wilson Center, began her comments by 

drawing the distinction between what oil production in the Gulf looked like before the BP spill 

and what it could look like going forward.  She first drew attention to the curious lack of public 

comments made by Mexican officials in the wake of BP spill regarding oil production in the 

Gulf.  She attributes this reticence to the “oil dilemma” that Mexico is currently facing.  

PEMEX’s strategy for oil development is based upon a three pronged strategy: further 

development of the KMZ field, expanded production within the Chicontepec field,  and greater 

exploration and production in deep water fields, Mexico’s so called “hidden treasures”.  

Elaborating further on each of these prongs, she noted that production within the KMZ has 

plateaued and attempts to expand production in the Chicontepec have yielded disappointing 

results. These realities have lead PEMEX to focus increasingly on deep water production within 

nine sites.  Dr. Melgar then explained that the hydrocarbon regulatory reform of 2008 made 
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some positive strides, though it fell short in several key ways.  The new regulators are not fully 

independent body and the recommendations they submit will not mandatorily be implemented.  

Also, the portion of the 2008 regulation that would have permitted PEMEX to enter into joint 

ventures with other companies, thereby expanding technical capabilities, was not approved.   

 

The BP spill, explained Dr. Melgar, has not yet substantially altered PEMEX’s planned 

development strategy, despite the risks of deepwater drilling manifested by the Macondo well.  

Dr. Melgar noted, “the need for Mexico to increase oil production is more about economic 

viability than energy security.”  Prior to the Spill, PEMEX had already invested in the platforms 

for deepwater exploration and production, thus making a significant change in course even more 

difficult to undertake.  PEMEX has also demonstrated that, with respect to deepwater drilling, it 

wishes to “do it alone”, according to Dr. Melgar.  To some, Dr. Melgar noted, the BP spill 

brought back memories of the 1979-1980 Ixtoc I oil spill, but information about the 

environmental effects of that spill are not widely known.  Within the Mexican government, the 

Secretary of the Environment, Juan Rafael Elvira Quesada, is one of the few officials who has 

been vocal about the potential environmental impacts of the current PEMEX strategy.  

Concluding her remarks, Dr. Melgar reiterated that the current regulation is inadequate to 

prevent potential future oil spills (specifically within deepwater areas) and urged regulators to 

“seize the opportunity” to create stronger regulation. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Juan_Rafael_Elvira_Quesada

